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Abstract
The desig of controllers for nonlinear, noninimum-phase systems
is very challengg and is curretly considered to be one of the most
difficult tetical control problems. Most control algorithms for
nonlinear procees perform a linearization maing use of an inverse
of the system. In the linear cm, the system can be factored into
the minimum-phase and the nonminimum-phase parts and only the
first one is inverted for purpose of control design. A similar scheme
for nonliar systems is still under investigation.
The present work adr_mes the problem of synthesizing noulinear state feedback controllers for nonlinear, nonminimum-phase proceie in three different ways. The first approach consists of a partial linarization which preserves stability by using an approximate
stable/anti-stable factorzzathe second technique can be viewed
as an inner-outer factorization based approach. And, finally, in the
single-output case, it is shown (through an example) that stabilization of the internal dynamics of a nonmininum-phase system can be
achieved by using an additional input if this is feasible in practice. In
this case, the manipulated variables have different roles, i.e., one is
chosen such as to input/output feedback linearize the system and the
second is used to locally stabilze the resulting nonminimum-phase
internal dynamics.
1 Introduction
It is widely recognized that a controller must explicitly or implicitly ;enerate a process inverse. Methods with explicit inversion
include mteral model control [5] and the generalized Smith predictor [1fi. When dealing with nonminimum-phase systems, a stable/ul decomposition is necesary and the controller must invert only the part with stable inverse. These approaches are roughly
equivalent (under the aumption of a perfect model) to controlling
the corresponding minimum-phase part of the system, leaving the
nonminimum-phase component in open-loop.
In the nonlinea case, the problem of constructing control algorithms for proces with unstable inverses is equally important,
since the available algorithms also rely either implicitly (see, e.g.,
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where 4 and q are standard notations for the two sets of coordinates,
of dimensions r and n - r, respectively. Thus
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is completely unobservable and therefore called the internial dynamics of the system. If (3) is localy stable, the standard static conitrol
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is stabilizable.
An improved way of approaching this problem is to make only
the unstable modes of the internal dynamics observable. In order
to do this we should first be able to factorize the internal dynamics
into stable and anti-stable parts and leave only the stable component unobservable. In general, this factorization cannot be exactly
performed. However, an approximate factorization approach can be
17)
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carried out as foHows.

Once we have the system in its normal form, a diffeomorphic
transformation

is performed, factorizing the undriven internal dynaulics (or zero
dynamics)
i = C(O, f) -C, (J)
(6)

(1)

into an anti-stable part

Because controllers resulting from linearization schemes generate an
inverse of the process, nonminiimum-phase systems do not admit
exact input/output linearization with internal stability. However,
one can try to linearize as much of the nonlinearities of the system as possible under the constraint that internal stability is preserved. One way of approaching this problem involves an approximate stable/anti-stable factorization of the zero dyniamics of the
system. This is the technique presented in this section.
2.2 Technique
First system (l) iS transformed into normal form (see, e.g., [71)
through a nonlinear change of coordinates (-1 = 4,(Z),z = 1,... ,n).
The resulting system in the transformed varibles Ls then written as:
i

(4)

linearizes the input/output map of the system with , = H(s).
However, if the internal dynamics is unstable, this approach does
not work because some of the unobservable modes of the system
become unstable when linear input/output behavior is imposed. In
order to solve this problem, one can try to establish a comnpromnise
between m ing the input/output map 'as linear as possible" and
some portion of the o nal internal dynamics observable in order
to achieve inal stabiity. Thus, instead of (4), one can think of
usig a feedba control law of the form
u = (- - r(t, 1J) + v)
where r(t, q) is a general function of the transformed variables chosen
such as to elminate as much of the nonlinearities in the input/output
channel as possble under the constraint that the system

in the input variables

y = h(r), z E r,u E R",y E RP
2 Stable/Anti-stable Factorization Approach
2.1 Motivation

-(4,q)

u=

[81) or explicitly (see, e.g., [3]) on generating an inverse of the proca The main dchficulty here is that results on decomposition into
uminim-phase and nonminimu -phase portions are available only
for second-order systems (see [9]).
Recently, Wright and Kravaris ([13]) presented an approach to
deal with nonlinear, nonminimum-phase system based on the notion
of statically equivalent outputs; a minimum-phase statically equivalent output is estimated on-line and then an available nonlinear
control algorithm is used to control it to the set point. Therefore,
instead of looking for a decomposition of the process dynamics, this
formulation is based on the calculation of a suitable output function.
One awmption is central in all predictor-type approaches and
will also be necessary in this work. The system under consideration
is asumed to be open-loop stable.
Throughout the paper, we wil consider nonlinear systems affine
*
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and a stable part
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81 =

(when viewed as a driven system)
4m =C4 (771I q2)

where v1 is the unstable manifold coordinate and 712 is a coordinate
independent of ift.
Remark 1: It is not necessary that the transformation T decomposes the system into its anti-stable and stable parts. It is -sfficient for stabilization purposes to get the anti-stable part correctly,
the ecalscation of T requires only construction of the local
Thefor,
stable manifold Wj,,(O).
System (2) with trandormation T leads to:
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the unstable mode of the interal dynamics and z4 the stable one.
Note that the stable and the unstable parts of the zero dynamics is
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Therefore, in order for thle stable part to have nlo infuence on
the unstable one, the following condition
= 0
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must hold everywhere. In general, this wil not be the cas. However
vh always enters the expression for mh only in terms of order greater
than or equal to q = 2. This minimal crom-over order is intrinsic
to the system and cannot be changed. Therefore, the unstable zero
dynamics can be thought of as haI a part of order ls than q
that does not depend on ih and highe order terms depending on

4,m,'n, i.e.,
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exactly lieariz the input/output map and permits the resuting
systm to achieve interal stabiity simultaneously. The interesting feature about this simple example is that because the unstable
portion of the internal dynamics is linear, it is possible to exactly
linearize the input/output map and achieve internal stability at the
same time. However, the standard input/output linearization approach is not able to find such a stabilizing control law.
By choosing P = 3S6,P = 7, } = -4.8, theclosed-loop poles of
the linearized system are Al =-1, A3 =-2, A3 =-3, A4=-1.
Simulations of the output behavior for the original system and
its liearid version for step changes in the input variables (u and

e

v,

respctively)

are

preseted

below-.
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S Inner-Outer Factoration Approach
Motivation
We have mentioned that exact linear behavior of the input/output
map can only be achieved for systems with well-behaved interal dynamcs. Thus, the important question to be adressed is the systematic degradation of the linear input/output map in order to achieve
stable internal dynamics.
The previous section introduced a stablelanti-stable factorization approach to accomplish this task. In this section, we sek an
inner-outer factorization-based approach.
3.2 Techique
The main objective here is, given a nonliear dynamical system (P)
with unstable sero dynamics, to derive a minimum-phase nonlinear
system (PM) with the following properties:
(i) Poles of the linearization of P around a given equilibrium point
= Poles of the linearization of Pm around the same point (along
the whole equilibrium manifold),
(ii)Zeroes of the linearization of P around a given equilibrium point
= 'reflection' of the zeros of the linearization of PM around the
same point (along the whole equilibrium manifold),
(iii)Static gain of P = Static gain of PM.
From (ii) we can see immediatly that this technique requires all
zeros of the linearization of P around the equilibrium point to be in
the RlP (i.e., the system has to be ximally nonminimum-phase).
This restnction comes from the fact that this approach reflects all
the zeros of P when constructing the minimum-phase system Pm.
Here we will not use the normal form of nonlinear systems in
the sense of Byrnes/Isidori (2) because, by manipulating c(4, n) we
will not only affect the zero dynamics but also the pole dynamics,
which we do not want to disturb since the plant is assumed to be
open-loop stable. We will make use of the Fliess canonical form (4]
or Zeitz/Krener observability canonical form [14, 10], whose interesting feature is that the pole and zero dynamics manifest themselves
separately:
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is stabilizable when terms of order q and higher in the expression for

th are negleted.

Thus, if we only consider terms of order up to q -1, the unobservable part of the internal dynamics is stable.
In many cas, the linear approximation can be made stabilzable
with a linear feedback term
<e

VI) = p7( + $I'yh

s and p being constant vectors of appropriate dimensions, when the
linear approxmation of the original system is controllable.
Using a nonlinear dependency of r on th and 4, the remaining
nonlinearities in the input/output channel can be influenced. Exact
guidelines on how to choose r( ,vj) are however not easy to obtain
and there is no guarantee that there will always exist a function
r(4, YI) such that thesystem can be stabilzed. If no such a r(4,mh)
exists that renders the resulting system (9) stabilizable, one can also
try to make a part of the stable internal dynamics observable in order
to achieve stabilizability.
Remark 2: We assumed so far that it ispossibl to Jind a
transformation to fatorize the zero dynamics globally into stabk
and anti-stable parts. As our accuracy can mever escee order q,
it is sufficient for stability to locally deconpose the undrive internal dynamics up to order q. This can always be done uing similar
techniques as in the center manifold theory (see, e.g., [1, IfJ). It
shld however be stressed that, in order to find the ezact q, not
only a loer bond on the actual q, we need to know the stable/antistable transformation. Thefore, this has to be done in an iterative
manner.
Remark 3: By sing this technique we get a partWil lnearized system that is at east locally stable. However, no guarantee
can be given that the resuling system is less nonlinear. It is, in general, a nonlinear system of lower order and in many cases the term
r(4, q?) can be chosen so as to minimise the effect of nonlinearitics
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Y= Zl

In this cmse, feedback linearization can be achieved by dynamic
compensation of the form:

F(z,u,

Z2

- 2r2 + Z3 + IOx4 + Z3X4 + U
i3 = -2r1 - 3x2 + Z3
is = -X4 + 0.3z 2

Z2= -I

= Zr

is = F(z,u,,. ,U(-r))

2.3 Example
Let us consider the following simple example to motivate the stable/
anti-stable factorization approach to the control of noninmumphase systems:

il1

= Z2

*.U(M-T))
I

=

7&j +,
E
i=l

(12)

where the coefficients Rl are chosen in the usual way (to achieve
desired closed-loop performance).

By performing a Jacobian Linearization of the system (11) we
obtain:
il = 22

(10)

:1

This is an open-loop stable system with strongly nonlinear input/output behavior and nonminimum-phase properties. This system is already in its normal form and we can easily identify that the
last two equations constitute the internal dynamics. Mloreover, Z3 is
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linear first-order lag, we found it usfil to examine the equivalence
between these and our results (in the case of two-dimensional systems). We concluded that the dynamics of the unobservable part
of the system in the two cas are not identical (although they can
be related by a diffeomorphism and ae local stability properties).
Kravaris and Daoutidis seek an outer factor that has the same dynamics as the plant and only a different output map. This makes
the nonlinear ISE-optimization problem easier. In the present work,
the outer factor has dramatically different dynamics (in general, not
control affine). This mak the nonlinear ISE-optimization problem
somewhat more difficult.
The plant Pa approximates (to some degee) the origial nonlinear plant P. Furthermore this appmation" becomes the outer
factor (from inner-outer factoisation) in the limit of linear behavior.
This suggests a control architecture like the Smith Predictor for
linear plants. The following block diagram illustrates the way the
control action, given by slving equation (15) along trajectories of
the closed-loop system, is implemented:

=

+ +i+. + P_sru(`"t) (13)
is=CklZl + a2z +... +Cazs+uAu

where
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Note that the tranfer functio for (13) is given by:
G'(s) =

$()
u(s)

=

# ++ +p`rC-r
o P's
f
at + a2a + ..* +a. '

(14)

The construction of the minimum-phase system PA, is performed
by application of time reversl to the derivatives of u (a procedure
that affects only odd powered derivatives) in order to achieve the
"reflection' of the sews through time t = 0. The key point here is
that any of the terms appering i the calclation of the coefficients
;(which determine the zeros of (14)) will inflece the caculation
of the coefficients a, (whih deemine the pole dynamics of (13)).
of time reverel cleare, le us recall the efTb make the
initions of local stable and unstable mailds in the nghbohood
of a fixed point a (W,7(a),WL(t)):
WI'. (2) f{2 E U ie (Xe) asM t m0; Oe (z) e UYt > 0}
WI (f) = {-E U ta(z) 2tas t --oo; e (r) (Yt < 0}
where U C r is a neighborhood of x and *¢(r) is the flow of the
dynamic system.
Therefore, we notice from these definitions that the spans of
the stable and unstable eigenvectors can be "interchanged' by time
revemal.
This means that PM is, by construction, a (locally) mnimumphae system.
The fundamental idea applied to the derivation of PM is analogous to the inner-outer factorization of linear systems, in which the
transfer function of the system (G) is factorized into:
Ga: minimum-phase (invertible) part; unstable zeros of G appear
y axis in GM'reflected' through the
GA: stable part;"all-pas"; unity dynamic gain; its poles are equal
to the "eflected" zeros of G.
such that, G = Gm.GA.
Thus we can see the "reflection" of the unstable zeros of G across
the jw-axis to yield poles of GA and zeros of Gm as a symmetry in
time.
The resulting dynamic control law is determined by the solution
of the following ordinary differential equation along trjectories of
the closed-loop system:

I1

--

Controller C
Minimu Phase Correction Signal
Here Pa is the outer factor which has the property that, along
the equilibrium locus, it yields an output equivalent to that of P (i.e.,
they are statically equivalent). Thus, tr aing of y is guaranteed by
tr of yM-. The controller, C, is the stndard input/output
linearizng controller (designed for Pa). We notice that an open-

loop obeer is required.
3.3 Example
Let us consider a CSTR reactor with isothermic Van de Vise kinetics and a time delay in the output measurement (appoximated
with a Padd approximation). Here we wil look at a first order Pade
approximation, but note that any other approximation is maximally

nonminimum-phas as well.
il = -kiZr - k3T? + U(zXo - zj)
22= k1iz - k2 + -t&2

F,(z, u, it, ... ., u("-r))_

F(z,uU,_6ii_U(3)9...Iu(1r))

= Zfizi +v

-2

4

+ -Z2
t'd
Y = X3Straightforward calcuions lead to:
F(r, u, u, ii) = a(r) + b(z)u +
+ e(:)s+ f(z)uis + g(z)
:Z3 =

(15)

i=I

One of the advantages of the construction of Pa from P is
that the calculation is straightforward and, aside from the maximum nonminimum-phase condition on P, no more restrictions are
present.
Other important characteristics of this inner-outer factorization
procedure are:
(i)The derivation is in the same spirit as the Hauser approximate inearization approaches (neglecting/adding terms to higher order
derivatives of y) [6].
(ii)The derivation draws on tools from differential alge1r which
appears to be a more attractive framework for system inversion,
realization, etc [4].
(iiii)In terms of complexity of the calculations, the only hurdle is
the inversion of the control dependent coordinate transformation. Other approaches for control of nonminimum-phase systems ([13, 9]) involve at least the same level of complexity in
the calculation of their so-called "natural coordinates". In particular, [13] also requires the system to be involutive.
(iv) Although we restrict ourselves to maximally nonminimum-phase
systems in this report, the possibility that we could use a stable/
anti-stable factorization (the technique described in the previous section) on the differential representation of the plant and
ther perform the time inversion on the unstable part of the zero
dynamics may not be discarded.
Note that this approach provides a minimum-phase portion of
the system but does not actually factor P into nonlinear minimumphase and all-pass components. This is not as critical as it seems,
however, because for control design, we are primarily interested in
the minimum-phase portion itself.
Since [9] introduces a clam of static feedback laws that makes the
closed-loop system equivalent, under appropriate coordinate
transformations, to a noninear first-order all-pass in series with a

td- Z

c(z)u2 + d(z)u3

[1, Z2,r31T
Therefore, for dynamic feedback linearization,

where r

=

thetize v such that:

(16)

we should syn-

F(z, u, 6, u) = -aly-a2i-a3a +kV
where the parameters k and ac, i = 1,2,3, are designed for closedloop performance. However, because this is a purely nonminimumphase system, the above synthesis would lead to an unstable controller. Thus, instead of designing the controller based upon
F(r, u, u,i), we design it based upon Fa(z U,U, iU)-F(z U, -U,6).
In terms of practical implementation, there is a further complication: we need to construct an open-loop observer in order to
reconstruct the state variables (as mentioned before).
So, there are two pieces to the controller design, i.e., generating u (dynamic compensator) and generating the transformed states
(zi i = 1, 2,3), for the dynamic compensator to use. For the estimator of the states, we employ an open-loop observer requiing u, u,u
as inputs. Additionally, for the dynamic compesator, we define the

following (transformed) Fa function (Fa):
PM(z,u,u, a) = a(z, iu, ) + b(z7 i, 6)u + 6(Z: i, 6 )u2

+ i(Z,u)u3 + £(z, u,i, ) + Af(z, u, 6)u6 + g(z, iu, 6)
Then, the resulting dynamical controller (with states
given by:
to = ill

til

=

[(-al ZI -c2Z2 - a3Z3) + kv
g
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(17)

iso, ul), is

+iuli+fUOU)

(a + buo+

+

(18)

4.1 Motivati
We know that if system (1) h relative degree r at a poit so,
liear coordinate transformation
it is alwas possible to find a
that puts the sstem in the sciled nona i m (i the se of
Byrnes/Lsidori) (2). Then it is eas to we that the state f k
will trans
the system into a system whose input/output behavior
is identical to that of a liear system having a twanf function
$a) = g(s)

U of the point zo, all the
localy stable (i.e.in a neighborhood
of i7 = c(O, q) lie in te LHP).
eigenvalues of the li tion
if the zero dynamics is unstable one can take advantae of additional mipuated variables if available While some of thee van-

ables are used to linearize tthe input/output map, others may be used
to locally stabilize the intal dynamics (which remain unobservable
but can now be made stabilizle)
4.2 Technique
To make the explanation dearer, let us consider the sinle-output
Let us
cae (the extension to MIMO system is ra tforwar
suppose that with respect to a certain input ut, the sem has a
we-defined reative degree r at the point o (he op g point
around which we desire to operate the otem,r example).
tha
s
Remark: By mlefaefind relat degr we mean
two
point zo may not be a singularity. So far, we ae i
diffcrent typ of singulr points, at which the static con w reboe
descri
suing froi the input/output lineaust procedure
is sot weldefind. is the firt se, the gain of the lamriation
of the systm c ges sign at the sinua point a"n, in the sewn,
one or moe se
move across the jw-a#u. In both cmc, we lose
for al pr ctica puroes.
costrllblity
Let us asume that the obtained zero dynamics is unstable (one
or more eigenvalues of its linezation around zo has a non-negative
real part). If there is another anipulated variable in the real system, then we can consider an extra feedback control law u2 that will
permit us to locally stabilize the zero dynamics. This mean that
though the zero dynamics is completely undriven with respect to the
input uI it can have its stability characteristics changed by U22.
Of course, this approach is justified only if all the posible maaipulated variables with respect to which the system has well-defined
relative degree at the operating point of interest, considered separately for purposes of input/output linearization, generate
zero dynamics.
nonminirmum-phase
(input wth respect to which the sytem has
If we choose u,xo)
relative degree r at to linearie the input/output behavior, we
obtain the folowing "modified" norm form:

U22 is not defined everywhere (ie, r $ 2 at the points for which
K(r) = 0). This should not be a problem if the operating point we
slect is not one of the points at which K vnish identicaly.
Now suppose it is desred to operate the reactor at the point
where B reaches its maximum converson on the equilibnum curve
(which we wil call optimum point and denote by z-), i.e.,

-S(r
8*3 )=0

Thus we are intert in operating at the point for which the
gain betwee the output y = :3 and x3 vanishes Since u1 is the
heat input to the reactor and the gain between the concentration of
B (output variable) and the temperature is zero at the optimum,
intuition suggests that the use of U2 to control the system will be
problematk.
We can eaily show that K(zx) $0 , i.e., the gain of the linearization ofthe sytem does not vanish at the optimum, which indicates
that the singular locus does not intsct the equilibrium manifold at
#t. However, because the only zero of the linearization of the system
moves from the LEP to the RHP through infinity, we have controllability problems at this point. Actually, at ts, the finite zero of the
system disappears. Due to this peculiar behavior of the system at
zr, this point is considered to be a singular point.
Note that the kind of singurity that the optimum point represents in this example is different from the singularity that we find in
the case ofa CSTR ractor with the exothermic kinetics A B (for
a more detailed discussion of this example see [3]). In this last case,
the gain is zero and simnultaneously the zero of the liation f
the system disappears at the optimum point (K(xr) = O).
Thus, by uslin t to linearize the input/output behavior we get
a nonminimum-phase zero dynamics and by using u2 for the same
purpose we 4et a not well-defined relative degree at the optimum
(which means controllability proble). In order
operating point
to illustrate the reulting behavor in this last case when we try
to make the conversion of B aymptotically approach its maximum
ical
value on the equilibrium curve,
have performed some n
simulations of the system for the given set of parameterm ul = 7,
AH1 = -5,AH2 = -15,AH3 = -20,E1 = 15,E = 25,
E =15,klo = leS,k0 = IelO,k3o = 17,zo= 10,230 = 300,
pCp = 1,V = 1. Notice that we have redefined the variables in
terms of deviation variables with repect to the coordinates of the
optimulm point. The external lineariig control variable v waselected such that the matrix associated with the linearization of the
system around z* has one real negative eigenvalue and a pair of complex conjugates with negative real part. Thus the kind of behavior
we wish to obtain is that for initial conditionssufficiently close to the
origin, the control u2 is able to drive the system towards the orgin'.
However, we can clearly see in the plots shown below that de.
spite the huge magnitude ofU2, the heat removed from the reactor,
trajectories starting very close to the origin do not approach the
origin and tend to behave in a very unpredictable way.
-

il= *2

,

23

=a( 17, u2)+ b(C,,u)ux

11==
Then the next step is the selection of U2

=

(19)

U2(q), such that the

linearization of ) =c(O, q,U22) at #0 has al eigenvalues in the LHP.
4.3 Example
The example we wil consider here is a CSTR reactor with exothermic
Van de Vuse kinetics (see [2] for the formulation of the isothermal
case):
A

1+ Bf4 c
!S D

2A

Model for the System:
is = -k&(3)x, - h3(Z3)z2 + ul(z:o - xi)

42

=

=

-

L=

nonmnium-phase.
So, let us consider the posibility of using u2 in order to linearize
the input/output map of (20). As
( =-V aj [kl(d3)Z - k2(3)rZ],
K(zfrLnLIh(z)
we conclude tha the relative degree of the system with respect to

are

=

;-1

) (-L7h(z) + v)
h our sytem, the relative degree of Ut is equal to 1 and can be
defined on the whole phae planem snce Loa h(r) =-zg j 0 (where
are defined acording to the al fomat (1)). Therefore
f,91,92
the system has well-defined relative dge(r = 1) with respect to
ui VY E r. However, if we choose to learize the input/output
behavior of the system by using m, the resuting e dy i is
U

As in the normal form y = zi, asymptotic tracking of the output
may be achieved by slecting the external input v such that the
matrix iated with the first r-deo sysem in (2) has all
eigenvalues in the LHP. However, this procedure will work only in
the case that the internal dynams of (2), give by

ir-

pCp

y = ZX
(20)
where xi and rx are the concentrations of A and B, respectively, Za
is the temperature ofthe rector, u isthe flow rate (F/V),u2 is the
heat
ged between the reato and the srroundxi (Q), rio
is the concentration of A in the feed stream, :30 is the temperature
of the feed stre and ki(x) = ke- t, i = 1,2,3.
Now let us asume that both the low rate i1 and the heat input
to the reactor u2 can be cboen manpulated variable. We know
that linearization of the input/output map can be performed by
using a feedback law of the form:

Multipl-Input Approach

4

U(30- #3) + v

k3(x3)z1 - k2(T3)z2 - 21jZ
kjHl(zX3)Zr - AH2k(z3)x2 - AH3b3(Z3)z?
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dynamics was made asymptotically stable. %e operation around
the optimum point is feasible in this case and both manipulaed
variables reach their equilibrium values for all trajectories starting
"close" to the origin.
Prmed
lvsczz3hn=

4

3

neglects higher order terms).
The inner-outer factoia approach is a very straightforward
procedure for the construction of a localy minimum-phase plant Pm
from the original plant P by applying time reversal to the derivatives
of the manipulated variable u. The resuting control architecture is
analogous to the Smith Predictor for linear systems.
Finally, the multiple-input aproach is an attempt of local stabilizion of the internal dynamics by making use of extra degrees of
freedom in the choice of the variables to be manipulated.

Thus, as neither one of the inputs, ul and u2, is satisfactory
for linearization of the input/output behavior of the system in the
neighborhood of the optimum oprating point, we tried to use both
of them simultaneously. ul for lnearization (because the system has
a well-defined relative degree ual to I with respect to this input),
and ut2 for local stabilization the zero dynamics. The simulation
results for the same set of parameters and u2 = -332 (u; is the
value of U2 at z) are shown below. We noice that there eists
a considerably large neighborhood of the orifin for which the zero

.-zl v

2

_

As a reslt of this work swme control structures for nonlin
systems with unstable zero dynamics were developed.
The stableanti-stable factorization approach is an attempt of
linearization ot as much of the nonlinearities in the input/output
map of the system as possble under the constraint that the resultmg closed-loop sytem is salizable. Therefore it consists of an
t linearization
apoach that establishe a compromise between
of the imput/output behavior and local stabiliztio of the zero dye decoupling of the stable
an a
namics. Morover, it
such tt the resulting
and anti-stabe parts of the rd
feedback law ues only the first r modes of the normal form, (4)
and the unstable modes of the zero dynics, (9h). This maes the
unobservable part of the reslting closed-loop system stable (if one
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